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About This Game

Set around a city being consumed from within by a disease, Plague Road tells a story of a lone doctor who once abandoned their
home and now returns to learn the fate of those they left behind. Travel from the safe refuge of your farm through a series of

regions progressively more affected by the infernal plague.

On the road, rescue survivors and choose whether to use them as traveling companions or to improve the Doctor's farm and gain
access to new abilities. How your farm progresses depends upon where you assign survivors to work.

Some survivor types are more valuable in certain jobs, but may be more useful still if kept available for expeditions. Surviving
the road will rely on your ability to fight horrors created by the plague, in combat encounters featuring grid-based positioning

and turn-based strategy mechanics.

Traverse four regions with procedurally generated stages, featuring richly illustrated 2D art, music from award-winning
composer Sean Beeson and narration performed by Jim Sterling.
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Title: Plague Road
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Arcade Distillery
Publisher:
Arcade Distillery
Release Date: 23 May, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 (64-bit)

Processor: Intel Core i5 2400

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 550 Ti or AMD Radeon 7750

Storage: 400 MB available space

Sound Card: OpenAL Compatible

English
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Initial first play though, it's the most enjoyable boxing game in VR i've had. Without refining anything yet on feedback, it's
intuative and has a system that works, boxing expert or not you'll be at ease with it

Loving the musical score, they've included the Rocky soundtrack, and that's just EPIC!!

Honestly if you grew up in the era where Rocky was seminal in pop culture, you associate great and epic with the music. That
feeling when you win holding your gloves in the air with the music in the background, is what makes VR the most special thing
to happen to gaming in a long time.. i cant find it any were it is not in my music
. So Far this game plays well on my Dell latitude laptop with a wired xbox controller. It is accurate to the description. I would
give it a 10 for art design; a 10 for character, and a 10 for physics within it's genre and a 10 plus for overall game crafting. I am
new to gaming. This is a good game for multitaskers & those wanting to develop fast brain, eye, hand cooridination skills such
as needed in medical emergency room situations.. Fun lil math game ~. Fun atmosphere, engaging plot, and Anatola Howard's
art is to die for. It's a short game but it's worth the money.. I'm only a few hours into this game, but I imagine that I will play it
quite few more. It's fun and relaxing, the humor is short-lived, however, it's a challenge going for the achievements, if that's
your thing. Anyone who liked Oh Sir! The Insult Simulator should like this as much. The tutorial is helpful, but I don't think it
covers the utility in using recipe book; it took me a few hours in to realize that the possible drinks you can make with the
ingredients you are dealt will be highlighted in the book. As you play the game, you'll quickly see how that is important, but this
isn't a guide, just a review and I'll say this is a little gem. You can't get much more bang for your buck or drink for your drunk.
Bottoms up!. You can enjoy the story accompanied by exciting music and handsome barrage

The plot is simple and short but fascinating

I wonder what happens to Misty after that

Looking forward to the sequel\uff01
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remember when I last laughed at a game not only on account of it being funny but also on account of it being so well executed.
Best voice acting and music that I have heard for years in a video game with a fantastic script and great graphic design. If any of
these were weak, the game would be a chore to play as the mechanics are quite simple and rely on the player being interested in
closely observing the nuances of npc interactions - a bit like the L.A. Noire interview minigame... if that minigame were
actually well done and didn't take itself way too seriously. As it is though, it's an absolute pleasure.

It does help if you have a little familiarity with the history and the music of the period in which the game takes place, although
the writing is funny enough to stand on its own even for players who are not acquainted with those things - but if you know
where to look, the game is full of references both in the music and the writing.

10\/10 - especially if you are a music\/history buff.. terriable it is bad at resulation and the lag is too much i cant belevei spent
$4.00 on it
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CON: BETA MOTION BLUR ISSUE
PRO: This Game has a lot of potential, beautifully made, realistic (on one side),
The stable version where you crash land is wonderful, you have the epic struggle, hope and adrenaline pumping sensations.
The Beta side with all the cool things... I started.. wanted to play it like crazy, saw the beauty, but then motion blur hits and you
lose your pizza, can't aim to protect yourself, can't walk through doors or anything that involves movement, but in those few still
moments of the games drunken stupor called motion blur, I was able to move so slowly that I actually got to look around like a
panned picture that a camera had taken, utterly beautiful.
Would definitely play with the motion blur off, but currently the beta side doesn't have the option to turn it off.
With that said, if your willing to be patient for this game, I have good feelings and high hopes.
now if you all will excuse me... my 1 year old has figured out how to take off his diaper and run at the same time.. This is an
excellent hidden gem that combines neat puzzle mechanics with excellent visuals for an impressive little title.. A retro-inspired
vertical shmup with a ton of character and replayability that is very light on the wallet. Simple and elegant. Get it and die a
thousand deaths.. To state the obvious this game is fun, especially having a few friends and some controllers. And even if you
don't have friends the game stays interesting with smart bots and good humor. Overall I've had a great experience with both
multiplayer and singleplayer! Good price too, I'm thrilled to pay so little to have hours upon hours of entertainment and ruin oh
so many friendships... Absolutely worth the $7.99 and hey who doesn't want to climb the leaderboards in chance to become an
official character!? Recommended if you're a fan of games like samurai gunn or 0space.. I regret spending 30$, I wouldn't
recommend the purchase right now. Huge buzz kill when attempting to loot structures to have zombies appear of of thin air
around you. You can walk though an empty room (or clear the building) turn around and have 1 or a cluster of enemies to deal
with.

There needs to be a safe spot mechanic in place 20-50 blocks so you can just deal with whats around you and be able to loot in
peace. Also when using the claim land block it be nice if there was a no spawn min radius so players wouldn't have a zombie
hanging out at the front door or worse yet....in the base. Hopefully this will covered in the next patch.
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